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Attract More Deer with the New Primos Donkey Butter 

 

Flora, Miss. – Continuing its commitment to developing innovative hunting products, Primos 

has introduced a concentrated deer paste that gives hunters countless new ways to apply 

attractant in the field. The latest introduction in the proven Swamp Donkey line of attractants, 

Donkey Butter is a maximum-strength formula that has a lasting effect in the field and helps 

hunters draw in more deer.  

 

Built on the proven and time-tested Swamp Donkey formula, the new Primos Donkey Butter is a 

unique concentrated deer paste that has a lasting effect in the field. Continuing its commitment to 

developing innovative hunting products, this maximum-strength formula gives hunters countless 

new ways to apply attractant in the field and draw in more deer. 

 

Built on the proven and time-tested Swamp Donkey formula, the new Primos Donkey Butter is a 

unique concentrated deer paste that has a lasting effect in the field. Continuing its commitment to 

developing innovative hunting products, this maximum-strength formula gives hunters countless 

new ways to apply attractant in the field and draw in more deer. 

 

Loaded with vitamins and minerals, Donkey Butter has a lasting effect in the field that will keep 

deer coming back. Whether it’s used at a bait site or dispensed in shooting lanes, this new 

formula is easy to carry into the woods and can even be dispensed on the way to the stand. 

 

Available in two flavors – Molasses and Peanut Butter – Donkey Butter has a sweet odor and 

flavor that draw deer in and leave them wanting more. This concentrated paste is available in 

single-use disposable tubes, making it easy to apply on trees, stumps, limbs, fence posts or 

directly on the ground. The unique application method offers hunters more versatility than 

traditional attractants and more opportunities for success. 

 

Donkey Butter is available in either a 3.5 ounce single-use tube or a 24-ounce squeezable bottle 

that contains enough attractant for approximately seven field applications. Available in May 

2014, Donkey Butter has an MSRP of $2.25 per 3.5-ounce tube or $15.95 for each 24-ounce 

bottle. 
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